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LIPTING - SURFACE- THEORY VALU:SS OF 'l'HE DAMPING 
IH ROLL 1-.ND OF THE P ARAr,iETER USED IN 
ESTIMATING AILERON S'rICK FORCES 
By Robert S. Swanson and E. LaVerne Priddy 
SU\1,fARY 
An investigation was made by lifting-surface 
theory of a thin elliptic wing of aspect ratio 6 
in a steady roll by means of the electromagnetic -
analogy method . From the r esults, aspect-ratio 
corrections for the damping in roll and aileron hinge 
moments for a wing in steady roll were obtained that 
a re considerab ly more accurate than those given by 
lifting- line theory . First - order effects of com-
pressibility were included in the computations. 
The results obtained by lifting-surface theory 
indicate that th e damping in roll for a wing of aspect 
ratio 6 is 13 percent less than that given by lifting-
line theory and 5 percent le ss than that given by 
lifting- line theory vIi th the edge-velocity correc tion 
derived by Robert T . Jones applied. The results are 
extended to wings of other aspect ratios. 
In order to estimate aileron stick forces from 
static wind- tunnel data , it is necessary to kno r the 
relation between the rate of change of hinge moments 
with rate of roll and rate of change of hinge moments 
with angle of attack . The values of this ratio were 
fou...Yld to be very nearly equal , wi tl1in the usual accuracy 
of wind- tunnel measurements , to the values estimated 
by using the Jones edge - velocity correction, which for 
a wing of aspect ratio 6 give s values 4.4 percent less 
than those ob~ained by lifting-line theory. An 
additional lifting-surface - theory correction was 
RESTRICTED 
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calculated but need not be applied except for fairly 
large high-speed airplanes . 
Simple practical methods of applying the results 
of the investigation to wing-s of other plan forms are 
g iven. No knowledge of lifting-surface theory is 
required to apply the results. Tn order to facilitate 
an understanding of the procedure, an illustrative 
example is given . 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the many aerodynamic problems for which 
a theoretical solution by means of lifting- line theory 
might be expected to be inadequate is the Gase of a 
wing in steady roll . Robert T. Jones has obtained in 
an unpublished analysis similar to that of reference I 
a correction to the lifting-line-theory values of the 
damping in roll that amounts to an 8 -percent reduction 
in the values for a wing of aspect ratio 6. Still more 
accurate valueS may be obt a ined by use ~f lifting-surface 
theory. 
A method of estimating aileron stick forces in a 
steady roll from static wind-tunnel data on three-
dimensional mode]s is presented in referenGe 2 . This 
method is based upon the use of charts giving the 
relation between the rate of chang e of hinge moment with 
rate of roll Chp and the rate of change of hinge 
moment with angle of at tac1-:: Cha in the form of the 
lCh parameter la) - ~ which is determined by means \ p Ch - Ch ' ! a . 
of lifting- line theory. It was po inted out in reference 2 
that the charts might con tain fairly large errors which 
result from neglecting the chordwise variation in 
vorticity and from satisfy ing the airfoil boundary condi -
tions at only one point on the chord as ~s done in 
l i fting - line theory . A more exact determination of the 
parameter ~P)Ch is desired. In reference 3 an addi-
tional aspect-ratio correct ion to Cha as determined 
from lifting - surface theory is presented. In order 
to evaluate the possible errors in the values of (ap)Ch 
. , 
---,-_J 
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a s aetermined by lifting- line theory , it is necessary 
~o d~te rmine similar additiona l aspect -ratio cor: c ctio~s 
to Ch . 
" P 
A descript ion of the methods and equipment required 
to s o lve lifting- surf ace - theory problems by means of 
a n elect r omagnet i c analogy i8 pre~ented in reference 4 . 
An electromagnet:Lc - analogy model simulating a thin 
elliptic wing of aspect r at io 6 in a steady roll was 
const r ucted (fig . 1) and the ma~netic -field strength 
simulating the induced downwash velocities was measured 
by the nethode of reference 4 . Data were thus obtained 
from wh ich add itional a 8pect-rat io corrections to Ghp for 
a wing' of aspec t ratio 6 wer e de.termined. 
Because of the small lnagnit l de of the correction 
to ( ap)Ch introduced by the lifting - surface calculations , 
it was not considered wo rth while to conduct further 
experiments on wings of other plan forms. An attempt 
was t her e fo re made t o effect a reasonable generalization 
of t he re sul t s frorl t)18 available data . 
Inasmuch as the theory us ed in obtaining these 
resul ts i s I'ather complex and an understanding of the 
theory is not necessary in order to make use of t~e 
results , the materia l presented herein is conveniently 
given in two p arts . Part I g ive s the results in a 
f o rm suitable for use without r eference to the theory 
a nd part II gives the d evelopment of the theory. 
a 
SY mOLS 
ang le of attack (radians, unless otherwise 
s tat ed) 
section lift coefficient (L~~t) 
wing li ft coefficient (L~~t) 
hinge - moment coefficient 
rolling - moment coefficient 
( Hinge moment) 
- 2 
, qC a b a 
(
Rolling moment) 
qSb 
1 
I 
I 
I 4 
pb/2V 
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slope of the section lift curve for incom-
pressibl e flow , per radian unless otherwise 
stat ed 
wing-tip helix angle, radians 
r cii.'culation stl'ength 
CLp damping cOE,ff::' ~ ient; that. is , rB.te of change 
of rol] ing --m0!l1811t coefficient with rate 
c 
x 
y 
b/2 
of roll ( CC7, ~ 
\0 ( Pb/ 2V) , 
rate of 
roll 
rate of change of hinge moment with angle of loC) 
attack (:r-: h 
\ CJ a. 
\ 
rate of change of wing lift coefficient 
with angle of attack (~~L) 
(
Ct. ) absolute value of the ratio C-E 
ha 
wing ' chord 
wing cho rd at . p lane of -sym'lIetry 
balance chord of aileron 
chord of aileron 
ailero~ root-mean- oquare chord 
c~ordwis.e distance from .wing lea ding_ edge 
spnnWTs-e distanCe 'from p.lane ').[ ·symmetry-
aileron span 
wing semispan 
_ _ ---J 
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s 
w 
A 
w 
v 
q 
E 
Ef 
F 
¢ 
8 
area of wing 
weight of airplane 
stick force, pounds 
stick deflection , degre e s 
ai.leron deflection , degrees , posit i ve downwa r d 
aspect ratio 
eq1.livalent aspect ratio in compressible 
flow 0vi -M2) 
t ape r r a tio , ratio of f ict i tious tip chord 
to root chord 
free - stream Mach number 
verti cal compOuent of i nduced velocity 
free-s t r eam velo c i t y 
free - stream dynamic pressure (~pv~ 
edge -velocity correc tion factor for lift 
edge - v e l oc i ty corr ection factor for rolling 
moment 
hinge - moment f actor for theoretical load 
cause d by streamline -curvature correction 
(referenc e 5) 
experiment ally det ermined reduction factor for 
F t o include eff ec ts of viscosity 
tra iling- edge ang l e , degrees 
parameter defining spanwis e l ocation (cos - l bj2) 
constants 
Sub script s: 
LL lifting-line theory 
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LS lifting - su rfac e theory 
EV edg e - velocity cor r ection 
SC streamline curvature 
max maximum 
o outboard 
i inboard 
e effective 
c c ompres sibility equival ent 
I - A P P L I CAT I ON 0 F MET HOD T 0 
STICK FOR C E EST I M AT I 0 ~T S 
GENERAL METHOD 
The values of the damping i n roll CLp presented 
in reference 2 were obtained by applying the Jones 
edge - velocity correction to the lifting- line - t h eory 
values . For a wing of aspe c t 6 , th e Jones e de e - velocity 
correction reduces t he 'valu es of CLp by about 8 percent . 
From the data obtained on the electromagn et ic - ana l ogy 
model of the elliptic wing of as p ect ratio 6 , a more 
accurate correction to CLp for this aspect ratio 
c ould be calc u l ated . The damp i n g in roll was found 
t o be 13 percent less than that given b y lifting- line 
t heory . The re sults were extended to obta i n values 
of CLp for wings of var i ous aspect ratios and taper 
ratio~ . These values are presented in f i gu re 2 . The 
parameter '/1 - 1112 i s i nc l v.ded in the or:iinates and 
abscissas t o account for first - order compressibility 
eff ect s . The value of a o to be used in figure 2 
is the value at M = o. 
The method of estimating aileron sti ck 
requires the us e of the paramet er (ap ) Ch = 
I -
Because Ch can be fOJnd from the static wind-tunnel 
a 
data , it is possible to detcrn1ine Ch
n 
and thus the 
J: 
7 
effect of rolling upon the aileron sticl: forces 
if (ap )C
h 
is known . In orda r to a V0 id measuring Cha 
at a ll points to be c omputed, the effect of rolling is 
usual ly accounted for. b7JT estima tinp' an effec ti ve angle 
of a t tack of t he rolling wing such that tl1e static 
hinge moment at this angle is equivalent to the hinge 
moments during a ~o ll at the initial angle of attack. 
The effective ang le of attack is equal to the initial 
angle of at taek corr-ec ted by an incre:.nental angle (6u) Ch 
that accounts for rolling , wbere 
( 1) 
The value of (6a)Ch is added to the initial a for 
the do\vngoing wing and subtracted fro m the initial a 
for the upgolng wing . The values of Ch corresponding 
to these corrected va lues of a are then determined 
and are converted to stick force .from the known dynamic 
pressure, the aileron d~mensions, and the mechanical 
advantage . 
The value of pb/2V to be used in equation (1) 
for determining (6a ) r. is (as explained in reference 2) 
""h the estimated value for a ri~id unyawed wing; that is, 
E.2. = CL 
2V CLp 
The value of CL to be used in calculat~ng pb/2V 
should also ~e corrected for the effect of rolling. 
The calculat ion of pb/2V is therefore determined by 
successive approx~mations . For the first approxi-
mation , he static values of CL are used wi t h the 
value of CL from f i gure 2 . From the fir2t-app roxi -p 
mation values of pb /2V, an incremental anrle of 
attack (6a )CL is estimated . For all practical purposes , 
(a p)CL = (ap)Ch 
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and from equation (1), 
Second- approximatiQn values of C1 can be determined 
at the effective anrrles of attack a + ~a and a - ~a . 
The second- approximation value of pb/2V obtained from 
this value of CL is u ually suffi ciently accurate 
to make further approximation s ur~ecessary . 
In order to estimate the actual rate of roll, 
values of pb/2V for the rig i d unyawed wing must b e 
corrected for the effects of wing flexibility and 
airplane yawing motion . A..D empirical reduc tion fac tor 
of 0 . 8 has been suggested for use when data on wing 
stiffness and stab il i ty derivativee are not available 
to make more accur a te corrections . Every attempt should 
be made to obta i n such data be-cause this empirical 
reduction factor is not very accurate - actual values 
varying from 0 . 6 to 0 . 9 . The improvement i~ the 
theoretical values of CLp obtained by use of lifting-
surfac~ theo r y here in is lost if such an empirical factor 
is used . In fact , if more accurate corrections for 
wing twist and yawing mo tion are not made , the empirical 
reduc tion fac tor should be reduced to ,0 . 75 'Nhen the more 
correct values of C, ~ iven in figure 2 are used. !J p t ,) 
The values of ~ ) presented in reference 2 \ P Ch -
were obtained by g r aphically integrating SOlr.e publi shed 
span- load curves determined from lifting- line theory . 
Determination of this paramete r by means of the lifting -
surface theory presented herein, however , gives somewhat 
more accurate values and i ndicates a variation of the 
parameter with aspect ratio, tape r ratio , aileron span , 
Mach number , Cha ' and the parameter Fl 
lCa C \ 2 
\, ) 
I n practice, a value of 
lifting- line - theory value of 
times the Jones edg e - velocity 
A + L1.A'" +2 c - C"'c 
-----Ac + 8 AcE ' c + 4 
parame ter 
(ap) equal to the 
Ch ( ) lap) (' - see appendix 
\ vhL~ 
correctlon 
is probably 3ufficiently 
accurate . The incremental angle of at t ack (~a)C' is then 
n 
-----_._-----------------
-~ 
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If furt~er refinement in esti~ating the st~ck f~rce 
is desired, a small additiona l lifting-surface-theory 
correc tion 6Ch = t. (Chp) ~ may be added to the 
LS 
hing e moments determined . For wipgs of aspect ratios of 
from about 4 to 8, values of this additional lifting -
surface - theory correction are within the usual accuracy 
01' t j.1e measurement s of" hinge moments in wind tunnels; 
that is, 
for a pb/2v of 0.1 and therefore nee1 not be applied 
except for very a ccu.ra te work at high ~peeds on larze 
la\ Ac+ 4 airplanes . Values of ------ are g iven in 
\. p) ChLL Ac + 2 
figure 3 . The effective aspect ratio Ac = All - ;12 
is used to correct f'Jr first-order cOMpressibility effects 
AcLc + 2 
and values of - .. -~ are given as a function of Ac 
Ac:!: ' c + 4 
in fi gure 4 . Values of the correct ion 
6 (c,) (CalC ) 2 /1- M2 l1p Fn . 
1,3 
are g iven in figlre 5 as a f unction of Ac , and value s 
of F 2 are given in fi g ure 6 . The value of 11 is 
(calc ) 
approximately 1 - 0 .0005¢2. The values of cb/ca given 
in figure 6 are for control surfaces with an external 
overhang such as a blunt - nose or Frise overhang. For 
shrouded. overhangs euch as the internal balance, the 
value of cb/ca should be multiplied by about 0.8 before 
using figure 6 . 
If the wind- tunnel data are obtained in 10w-8peed 
wjnd tunnels , the estimated values of Cz, ar.d la':))",-p \ J; I lih 
should b e determined for the wind-tunnel Mach nunmer 
10 , ;:,ACA ARE ~ ,~o . L5?83 
( assume M = 0). Otherwise 'the tunnel data r:mst be 
corrected for compressibility effects and present 
methods of correcting tunnel data for compressibility 
are believed unsatisfactory. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXMIPLE 
stick forces are computed from the results of the 
viind- tunnel tests of the 0.40 - scale semispan model of 
the wing of the same typical fighter airplane used 
as an illustrative examp l e in r eference 2 . Because 
the wind- tunnel data were obtained at low speed, no 
corrections were applied f or compressibility effects . 
Because this example , is for illus trative purposes 
on l y, no c omputations v:ere made to determine the effec ts 
of yawing mot ion or wing twist on the rate of roll but 
an empirical reduction factor was used to take account 
of tbese effects. 
A drawing of the plan form of the wing of the mode l 
is presented in figure 7 . The computations are made a t 
an indi cated airspeed of 250 miles pe r hour , wbich 
corresponds to a lift coefficient of 0 .170 and to an 
angle of attack of 1 . 3°. The data required for the 
computations are as follol."is~ 
Scale of model . 0 . 40 
Aileron span , b a , feet . ... .•. 3 . 07 
Aileron roo t - mean - square chord ca, feet 0 . 37 1 
Trailing-edge angle, ¢ , deerees . . . 13.5 
Slope of sec tion lift curve , a o ' per degree 0 . 094 
Balance - ail eron - chord ratio, Cb !Ca . . . . . .• 0 .4 
Aileron- chord ratio, calc, (constant) • 0 . 155 
Yi Location of inboard aileron tip, b/2 0 . 58 
Location of o utboard aileron tip, Yo b/2 . • • • 
Wing a spect ratio , A • • • • • • •• •••• 
Wing tape r ratio , t... • •• ••••••••• 
Maximum aileron d6flection, Oamax' degrees . 
Maximum stick def1ec tion, 8 smax' de gree s . • . . 
Stick length, fe'et . . • . . . . . . . . . 
Aileron- linkage - system ratio • . . . . . . 
Wing loading of a irplane , w/s, pounds ' per 
square foot . . . . . . . . .......• 
0 . 98 
5.55 
0 . 60 
· ±16 
· ±21 
2 . 00 
· 1:1 
27.2 
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The required wind-tunnel te st r esults includ9 
r o l ling - moment coefficients and hinge-moment coefficients 
c orrected for the effects of the je t boundaries. Typical 
data p lott e d a gain s t aileron deflection are presented 
in f i gure 8 . These same coeff ic ients c ro ss - p lo tted 
a gainst an8 1e of a ttack for one - fourth , one - half, three -
fo urths , and full aile r on deflections are given in 
fi g ure 9 . The va l ue of CLp/aO as determined from 
figure 2 is 4.02 and the value of CLp is 0 .37 8 . The 
A + 4 A E + 2 
val u e 0 f I a ) ._c--,..---,.;o -;-c~c;--_:____;_ 
I, P C Ac + 2 Ac-::" c + 4 
hLL 
used in equation (2) 
t o determine ( 6a )0 
h 
is f ound from figures 3 and 4 to 
be 0.565 and is used to c ompute both the rate of roll and 
t he stick forcB . 
In order 
p lots of 0L 
to fa ci litate the computations, simultaneous 
and (d a ) Oh against pb/2V were made 
( fig. 10 ). 
The s t aps in the c omputation will be explained in 
detail for the sing le case of equal up and o.ovm aileron 
deflections of 40 : 
( 1 ) From fi gur e 9 , the va luesof 01 corresponding 
to oa = 40 and 0a = _40 at a = 1.30 are 0 . 0058 
and - 0 . 0052 , re spectively , or a total static 01 
of 0 . 0110 . 
( 2 ) A first approxi ma tion t o 
va l ue of pb/2V correspondin§ to 
fi gure 10 is f ound to be 0.95 . 
(~a)Oh taken at the 
01 = 0.0110 in 
(3) Second - approximation va lues of 0L (fig. 9) 
are determined at a = 0 . 350 for on = 40 and at a = 2.250 
for 0a= - 40 , wh ich Gi v e a total OJ- of 0 . 0112 . 
( 4 ) The second a pp roximation to (6a ) Oh is now 
found f rom f i gure 10 to be 0.96 ° , which is sufficiently 
close to the value found in step (2 ) to make any addit ional 
approximat i ons unn e c essary . 
I 
I 
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( 5 ) By use of tbe value of C1 from step (3) , tbe 
value o .f £2. = 0 . 0300 i s obtaineti from fi €; ure 10 . 
2V 
(6) From fi gure 9 the binge-moment co eff icient 
c orresponding to 0a = 40 and the correct e d ang le of 
a ttack a = 0 .34° is - 0 . 0038 and for 0a = _40 
and a = 2 . 20° is 0 . 0052. The total Cb is there -fore 0 . 0090 . 
(7 ) Tbe stick force in pounds is c alculated from 
the a iler9n - linkage - sys tem data , th e ailero n dimensions , 
the increment of h inge - moment coeffic i ent , and the lift 
c oeffici ent as follows~ 
stick force x Travel = Hin~e moment x Deflection 
where the hin , e moment is equal to 
motion is linear . 
and tbe 
Subs t ituti on of t h e a ppropri a te values in the 
equat ion gi ves 
F 
a nd the wing loading is 
The r efore , 
F s = 
or 
Thus , when Ch 
}' s 
w 
S = qC L 
= 27 . 2 
27 . 2 C 3 . 07 ( 0 . 371.) 2 
\ . 0.4 , CL h 0 . 4 
C 
Fs 
b 
= 6~ . 4 --
CL 
= 0 . 0090 and CL = 
- 68 . 4 x 0.0090 
- 0 .17 0 
= 3.62 p ounds 
16 x 57 . 3 
2 x 21 x 57.3 
0 . 170 , 
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Thjs "tick force 1s that duo to ai]er~n deflection and 
11as been correctec. by (ap\ C as determiN.:.d with tho 
\ ) b 
J - l ' t t' EV li d t t... l'.f'·· ones eQge - va OC2 y correc lon apr e -0 Jle lL~lng-
line - theory value . 
(G) 'rhe 
to the binge 
small acldition8l liftlnp-pllrfnce correction 
moment (fig. 5) is obtatned from 
(c a/c) 2 
Do (Ch \ = 0 . 0207 p) LS Prj 
and since ¢ = 13.50, 
11 - 1 - 0 . 000 5(1..3. 5)2 
= 0 . 9 1 
Prom figure 6 , 
::: 0.55 
Therefore , 
6. (ch p) = 0 . 0207 x 0 . 91 x 0 . 55 
LS 
= 0 . 0103 
and 
- o. OCI O~~ 
(9) The 6.F due to the additi~nal liftjn~_ ­s 
~urface correcti on of ~teD ( 8 ) may be e;~rosped as 
6.F s = 68 . . ~: t (C ) 0 . 170 !..l h LS 
= O. l.B1 pound 
r 
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Then, 
Total stick fo rce = F + 6F 
. f! S 
= 3. 62 + 0.124 
= 3.74 
The stick- f orce computations for a ra ge of aileron 
deflection are present ed tn table I . The final stick-
for ce eUY've~3 are ,Presented in figure 11 a s a func tion of 
the value of pb/2V calculated for the rigid unyawed 
wing . For compar i son, the s tlc1c for c e (firC! t - app r oxir'lation 
values of table I) calcula ted by neg l ect ing the effe ct 
of rolLlJ:lg are also pre sented. St1ck- force characteristi cs 
estimated for the flexible airplane with fixed rudder 
are presen te d in figure 11. The valuos of pb/2V obtained 
for th0 r igid unyawed wing were simpl y redueed by applying 
an empiriea l fa c tor of 0.'75 as indicated bv the approxi-
mate rule sugge8ted in th e preceding section . No calcu-
lations of ac t ual wing twist or yaw and ja.w:i.n {3 motion 
were made for this examp le . 
II - D EVE LOP MEN T 0 F M ET HOD 
The method f or determining values of and C1, P 
is based on the theoretical flow around a wing in steady 
roll with the introduotion of certain empi rical factors 
to take account of vi s c osity , w:l.ng twist , and r.-.inor 
effects . The theoretical so lution is obtained by means 
of an electromagne tic-analogy mo del of the li ft i ng 
surface, whlch simUlates t he wing and i ts wake b y current .. 
carrying cond .lCtorA in such a manner tllat t he 8urrounding 
magnetic fi eld corresponds to the veloc ity field about 
the wing . The electromaGne tic-analogy method of obtaining 
solutions of Il fting -surf ace - theory problems is discussed 
in detail in refe rence 4 . The present calcula tion~ were 
limited to the C3se of a t hin elliptic wing of aspe ct 
r atio 6 rollinG at zero angle of attack . 
--- ---.---~ . 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC -ANALOGY MODEL 
Vortex Pattern 
In order to construct an electromagnetic-analogy 
model of t he rolling vling and wake, it is necessary 
15 
to det ermi ne first the vortex pattern that is to 
repre sent the r o l l ing wing . The desired vortex 
pattern is the patte rn calcula te d by means of the 
two - dir:tens iona l theo r ies - thin-airfoil theory and 
liftin£ - line theory . The additional aspect-ratio 
corrections are estimated by determining the difference 
betwe en t he ac tual shape of the v'ing and the shape that 
would be req ui r ed to sus tain the lift distribution or 
vortex pattern determined from the two - dimensional 
theories . 
For the special cases of a thin elJiptic wing at 
a uniform anel e of attack or in a steady roll , the 
lifting - line -theory values of the span load distribution 
may be obtained by means of simple calculations (refer -
enc e 6 ). The s pan l oad di~tributions for both cases 
are equal to t he span l oad distributions determined 
fr om strip th eory with a uniform reduction in all 
ordinates of t he span- load curves by an aerodynamic-
A induction factor . This fact o r is A + 2 for the wing 
A 
at a uniform angle of attack and A + 4 for the wing in 
steady roll . 
sta t:i.on -L.. 
b/2 
The equat ion fo r the load at any spanwise 
of a thin el lipti c wing at zero angle of 
attack roll i ng steadily with unit 
pb/2V is therefore (see fig. 12 ) 
where a o - 2rr . 
wing - tip helix angle 
(3) 
1 - ' ~.- .. -. . ~ - - --
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2f Tbe cbordwise circul&tion function from tbin-
cc LV 
airfo il tbeory for an inclined flat p late i s 
whe re x/c is measur ed from the l e ading edge . 
f i g . 13 for values of ~_\ 
cCL V/ 
(see 
The vortex pattern i s determinEd from lifting -
line tbeory as tbe product of the spanw i sE - l oading 
function cCL and the chordwise circulation 
c s (pb!2V) 
( 4) 
function 
cCL V for all p oin ts on tbe wi n g and in tbe 
wake; thus , 
cCL 2f 
= 
c s ( pb/2V) cCL V 
Contour lines of this product determi ne the equivalen t 
vortex pattern of the rolling wing . Ten o f these lines 
are sho~'n in fi g ure 14. The contour lineE, are given 
in terms of tbe parameter 
whicb reduces to r --. 
n 
.l. max 
Construction of the Mode l 
Details of the c onstruction of t he model may be 
seen f rom t he photo rapbs of figure 1 . Tb e tests were 
made under very near l y t h e same conditions as we re the 
tests of the preliminary electromagnetic - analogy mode l 
report e d in reference 4 . Tbe span of the model was 
.---- ------------------------- ------------~ 
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twice that of the model of reference 4 (6.56 ft ir.stec.d. 
of 3.28 ft), but since tbe aspect ratio is twice as 
large (6 instead of 3), the maximum chord is the ~ame. 
In order to simplify the construction of the model, 
only one semispan of the vortex sheet was simulated. 
Also, ~n order to avoid the large concentrations of 
wires at the leading ed[e and tips of the wing , this 
semispan of the vortex sbeet was constr~cted of two 
sets of wires ; each of the wires in the set representing 
the re g ion of higb load grad:ing sjmulated a larger 
increment of !::,. ( f ) t han the wire s in the set \fma:¢: . 
representing the reglon of low load gradinG . 
Downvrash Leasurerr.ent s 
The magnetic - field strength was ~easured at 4 or 5 
vertical heights, 15 spanwise locations, and 25 to 50 
chordwise stations . A nwnber of repeat tests were made 
to check the accuracy of the measnrements and satisfactory 
checks were obtained. 
The electric current was run thr0ugh each set of 
wire s separately . \IVi th the current flowing through one 
set of wires , readings were taken at points on the model 
and at the reflection points and the sum of these readings 
was multiplied by a con s tant determined from the increment 
I r " 
of vorti c ity 6 f--\ represented by that set of wires. \ f max / 
Then , wi th the current flo wing through the other set of 
wire s , readings v'e re taken at bo th real and refle c tion 
poin ts and the sum of the se readingf' -\'Jas 'TIul tipli ed by 
the appropriate constant . The ind.uced dovmwash was thus 
estimated from the total of tbe four readinge. The fact 
that four separate readings had to be added together did 
not result in any particular loss in accuracy, because 
readings at the missing semispan were fairly small and 
less influenced by local effect s of the incremental 
vortices . A more accurate vortex distribution was made 
possib le by using two separate sets of wires . The measured 
data were faired , extrapolated to zero vertical height, 
wb and conver ted to the downwash function as dis-2rmax 
cu ssed in reference 4 . The final curves of wb 
2I'max 
are 
--~-----
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presented for the quarter chord, half chord , and three -
quarter chord in figure 15. Also presented in fibure 15 
are values of 3Vb calculated by lifting-line theory 2rmax 
and values calculated by lifting-line theory as corrected 
by the Jones edge - velocity correct jon . 
DEVELO?PE,JT OF FORrv:ULAS 
General Discussion 
Lifting-surface corrections. - The mea~urements of 
the magnetic - fiel strength (induced downwa.sh) of the 
electroma.gnetic - a nalogy model of the rolli~g wing give 
the shape of the surface required to Rupport the distri -
bution of lift obtained b y lifting -line theory. Correc -
tions to the 8pan'J i ~ e and chordwise loae. d:i stributions may 
be determined fron the difference between the assumed. 
shape of the surfa ce and the shape indicated by the 
downwash measur ements. Formulas f or determining these 
corrections to the sp~n load di3tributions and the rolling -
and hinge - moment cb8.racteri~ t ics 1,ave been developed in 
connection with jet- boundary- correction problems (refer -
ence 5). These formulas are based on the assumption 
that the difference between the two surfaces is ec u lvalent 
at each 8ection to an increment of angle of attack plus 
an increment of circular camber. From fig ure 15 it may 
be seen that such assumptions are justified since the 
chordwise dist r ibution of downwash is appro ximately 
linear . It should be noted that these formulas are based 
on thin- airfo i l theory and th~s do not take into account 
the effects of viscosity , wing t h ickness, or compressi -
bility . 
Viscosity .- The complete additional aspect - ratio 
correction consiRts of two parts. The main part results 
from the streamline curvature and the othel' part results 
from an additional increment of induced angle of att a ck 
( the ang l e at the 0 . 5c pOint ) not determined by lif t ing-
line theory . The second part of the co rrection is 
normally small , 5 to 10 percent of the fir s t part of 
the correction . Some experimental data indicate that the 
effect of viscosity and wing thickness is ~o reduce the 
theoretical streamline - curvature correction by about 
10 percent for airfoils with small trailing -edg e angles . 
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Essentially the same final a nswe r is therefore obtained 
whetbe~ the corrections are applied in two parts (as 
should be done, strictly sp eal~ ing) or whether they are 
applied in one part by use of tbe full theoretical value 
of the str'eamline-curvature correction. The added 
simplicity of usine a s!ngle correction rather than 
a pplying it in two parts led to the use of th~ met~od of 
application of reference 3 . 
The use of the single correction worked very well 
for the ailerons of reference 3, which " .. ere aile rons wi tb 
small trailinG- edge a~g:es . A study is in profresf at 
the Langley Laboratories of ~he NAGA to determine the 
proper aspect-ratio corrections for ailerons ard tail 
surfa~e . with bev e led trailing edges. For beveled 
trailing ed,~e Q, in which vi seous effee ts may be much 
more pronounced than in a11el"ons 'vi th SJ(18.11 trai ling-
edge angles, the reduction in the t~eo~etical streamline -
curvature correction may be considerably nore than 
10 percent; also , when Cha j . B positive, the effects 
of the reduc !:;:ion in the ~; trear,l1ine-curva ture C'Jrrec tion 
and the additional downwaeh at the 0 .50c point are 
additive rather than compensating. Although at prEsent 
insufficien t data are availabl e to d.etermine acc L~ra te ly 
the magnitude of tl1e red'll.c tion in the strearnline -
curvature correction for beveled ailerons, i t appears 
tho. t the simplification of applying aspce t-ratio correc-
tions in a single ~tep 1s not a llow~ble for beveled 
ailerons . The correcti ons will therefore be deterr::ined 
in two separate par ts in order to keep them general: 
one p,art , a streamline-curvature correct.ion and the other , 
an angle -of-attack correction. An examination of the 
experi111ental data available indicatee that more accurate 
values of the hinge moment resultine froM strea~line 
curvature are obtained b y Multiplying the theoretical 
values b y an empirical reduc ti on fac tor T'J wb;i Cl1 :"8 
approximately equal to 1 - 0 . 0005¢2 where ¢ is the 
trailing- edge angle in degrees. This factor will 
doubtle 88 be modi fied when further experin:ental data 
are available. 
~ress lbility .- T:he effect s of conpres2ibility 
upon the addi t::'onal aepec t- ra tio correc ti ons \!p.re not 
con i dered in reference 3 . Fir d~ -orcer compre f si-
bili ty effec ts can be accQ1. JntBd for by application of 
the Prandtl - Glauert rule to lifting-sur:ace-thcory 
r esults. (Se e reference 7 .) Tbis ne thod con'3i~ts in 
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determining the cOl~ressible -flow character i s t ics of an 
equival ent wing, t he cho rd of which 1s increased by the 
ratio 1 where is the ratio of the free -
stream velocity to the velocity of sound. Be c ause 
a pproxi mate methods of extr~polating the estimated 
hinge - moment and damping - moment para.meters to wings 
of any aspec t r a tio wi l l be determined. , it is neces s ary 
to estimate only t he hinge - moment and damping parameters 
corresponding to an equi valent wing with i t s aspect 
rati o decreased by the r atio VI - M2 . The est imated 
parame t e rs for the equivalent wing a r e then increased 
by the ratio 1 
I-~ , 1 - M 
The formulas presented subsequently i~ the sect ion 
tl Approxima te Method o f Extending Resu l ts teo Wings of 
Othe r Aspec t Ratios " are developed for M =: 0 , but the 
fi gures are prepared by sub stl tuti::lg Ac = A vi;:-:=- IvI2 
for A and mul tip lyin the parameter s as p l otte d 
by V~1~ . The edge - ve l o c ity c orrectio~ fact ors Ec ' 
Eec ' E ' c , and E ' ec are the factors corresponding to Ac . 
The fi g ur e s t hus include corrections for fi r st - orde r 
c ompressibility effects . 
Thin Elliptic Wing of Aspec t Rat io 6 
Damping i n r o l l ?l,p' - In order to ca l culate the 
correction to the lif ting- line - theory values of the 
damping derivative Cl, p it is nece ssary to calculate 
the ro ll ing moment that would resul t from an angle-
of - a t t a c k distribution along t he wing span equal to 
the d ifferenc e b e t·we en the meas ured do vlJIlwash (dete r mined 
by the electromagnet ic-analogy method) at the thr e e -
quar te r - chord line and the downwash values given by 
lift ing - line theory. ( See fig . 15 . ) 
Jones has ob t ained a si~ple correction t o th e 
lift ing- line - theory values of the lift (referen ce 1) 
and the damping i n r oll (unpublished data) fo r f l at 
L 
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elliptic wings . This correctJ.cn, termed the IIJOD-lS 
edge - velocity correction,1I is applied by multlplying 
t he li fting-line-theory values of the 11ft by the 
Ac + 2 
ratio AcEc + 2 and the li fting-lj.ne-theory values 
Ac + 4 
of t he damping in roll by with values of 
AcE ' c + 4 
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E c 
and E'c as given i~ figure 16. A8 may be seen from 
figure 15, the downwash given by the Jones edge-velocity 
correction is almost exactly that measured at the 
O. 50c points fo r flat elliptic wings. This fact is 
useful in estimating the lif~ing - surface corrections 
b ecaus e the edge - velocity correction, which is given 
by a sinple formula , can be used to correct for the 
additional angle of attack indicated by the linear 
difference in dowllMash at the O. 50c line. 
The variation in downwash between the O.25c line 
and O. 75c line, apparently linear along the chord, 
indicates an approximately circular 8treamline curvature 
or camber of the surface . The increment of lift resulting 
at each section from circular camber is equal to that 
caused by an additional anGle of attack given by the 
slope of the section at O. 75c relative to the chord line 
( w ' (W) or the tangent at O. SOc - that is, V) - V . 
O.75c O.50c 
Because this difference in downwash does not vary linearly 
along the span, a spanwise integration i8 necessary to 
determine the streamline - curvature increment in rolling 
momen t; that is , 
srmaxAc !~'l 
b V (Ac E ' c + 4);.. 0 
( wb / ) 
.2r \ max O.75c 
An e valuation of rmax in terms of ph/2V is necessary 
to cietermine the correction to the damping - moment 
coefficient 0L • The lifting- line-theory relation 
p 
( 5) 
--- "----
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between r max and pl)/2V i 8 , from equation (3 ), 
n 
-'-max 
_ 2Vb (pb/2V) 
A + 4 
~ith the edge - velocity correction applied 
n 2vt (pb/2V) 
• max Ac E' c + 4 
The value of the streamline - curvature co rrect i on 
to C1 i s t h erefore p 
(~CL \ = \ p) SC 
, 1 
( 
Wb)\ c Y 
- 2f'ma-;'. 0.50c C s b/2 ~ \ d _LV b/2 
'. 
A graphical integration of equat ion (7) g ives a value 
of 0 . 022 for (~ CL \ • 
Pj SC 
of 
By the integration of eq uation (3), the value 
fe, \ for incompressible flow is found to 
\. "P/LL 
be 'IT A 4 Pl~ = 0 . 471 for A = 6 . 
( 6 ) 
(7) 
Appl ication of the edge -velocity correction , fo r L = 6, 
Give s 
:: 0 . 433 
and , finally , subtrac t ing t11e s trenmline- c urva ture 
correction gives a value of CLp ' for A = 6 , ao 
follows : 
= 0.411 
--------- ----~ ----
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The value of CLp fo~ a winG o~ aspect ratio 6 
is therefore 13 ~crcent 1e88 than the value eiven by 
lifting- line theory and 5 percent less tha~ that 
given ~y liftjng- l i ne theory with the Jones edge-
velocity correction a pp l i ed. 
qinge - moment paraMeter Ch .- The 9trearnline-p 
curvature correotion to Ch for constnnt-percentage-
.. p 
c ho r d ailerons i s , f r om re~erence 5 and with the value 
of rmax given in equation (6 ), 
23 
f[o( wb/2:'max )J1t c \2 ~ Y \ ~ \ 2}!'J! c ( x/c·) I\c s ) c~ 0/'2) boC I = I hp J / c \2 j( ')'" ( 8) / SC l .~) (A E' + 4) ~ ~ Cf~Y) \ c c c . c S I I b72 
\ .I \ 
w~ere the i~tegrations are made acress t~e a~ leron span. 
Because the downwash at the 0.50c point is Given 
satisfactorily by applying the edge-velocity corl'cction 
to the lifting- line-thco r y values of the downwash, the 
part of the correction to ChD which d6pends up~n t~e 
downwash at the 0 . 50c point ~~y be cetcrrnincd by means 
of the edge - velocity corre ctIon . The effect of aerodJnamic 
induction was neglected in developing equati0n (8) bec&uee 
aerodyn&mic induc tion has a very sLall effect VpO~1 the 
hinge - moment cor~ectlon~ cauped by 8tre~~11ne curvature. 
F Values of the facto r 2 for various aileron-
( ca/ c ) 
chord ratios and balan~ff ratIos as determined fro~ thin-
airfoi l theory are given i n figure 6 . l~s '",18ntloncCi. 
previonsly , y) is a factor that approY::'!11ately accounts 
for t.he combined effects of wine; thicknees and viscosity 
in altering the Galculated values of F The (ca/c)2· 
experimental ci.ata available at precoent indicate 
that Y) = 1 - O. 0005¢2 . Results or th e inte ~ration of 
equat{on ( 8 ) for the elliptic ~ing of a8rect~ ratio 6 
are Liven in fj gure 17 [;.lE' the pararaeter 
( c 0./ C ) 2 r----;:,;: 
( LlChp) SC IT) (,Ac.+ I) VI - 12 . Values 
- -~ -~--
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of 
in r eference 3 are given in figure 18 . 
The value of (Chp ) LS is 
Since 
A ~ + 2 (C~a) . (t~Ch(l) SC '-' :: (Ch) -AcEc + 2 LL a LS 
then 
( Chp) LS (ap ) ChLL Ac 
+ 4 AcEc + 2 
(C ha)LS :: A T,' I + 4 Ac + 2 CD C 
or 
(9) 
The formula f o r the parameter (a ' is derived 
p )Ch LL 
for elliptic wing s in the appendix, and numerical values 
' ) h. + 4 are given in the form lap c i~ fi g ure 3 , 
\ . ChLL .4c + 2 
together with value s for tapered wing s derived from 
the data of referenc e 2 . 
It may be noted that u se of the parame ter (a p) Ch
LS 
to 
c orrection f or rolling would be determine the total 
i mpractical becau~e 
\!Ch ) i s not proportional p LS 
-------,-
j 
__ --.J 
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to (Cb "\ • \ a /I ,S 
Although the numerical values of 
vary c0nsideracly with 
25 
(ap) change s "no at 
" Ch~ 
wi th (Ch) when the value s of (Ch \ . are small. 
the stick forces is small because 
\ ' -a LS \ a)LS 
This effect i8 illustrated in figure 19, in which 
nUInerical values of (a) for a thin elliptic wing p Ch
LS 
of aspect ratio 6 are ~iven , together with the values 
obtained by lifting - line theory , the values obtained by 
a pplying the Jones edge -velocity correction, and the 
values obtained by usinc the aileron midpoint rule 
( re fer ence 8 ). The values obtain ed by the use of the 
Jones edg e - veloci ty correc tion are sh::)1:vn to be 4.4 percent 
less than those obtained by the use of lifting-line theory . 
The right - hand side of equation (9, is divided into 
the following two parts : 
Part I = (a p ) (eha \ ChEV \ tjLS 
Part II - /:, (Chp)LS 
Part I of the correction for rolling can be applied 
to the static hinge - moment data as a change in the 
effective angle of attack as in re~erence 2. (Also 
see equation (2 ) .) Part II of eq".J.ati on (9), howe7er, 
is applied directly as a change in the hinge - moment 
coefficients, 
Inasmuch as part II of equa~~on (9) is n~erically 
fair ly small (6Ch ~ 0 . 002 for ~ = 0.1 for a 
wing of aspect ratio 6), it need not be apDlied at all 
except for fairly large airplanes ~t high speed. 
l 
r -···---
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Approxima te Method of Extending Re ~:Ul t s 
to Wings of Other Aspect Ratios 
Damping in roll CL p '- In order to make the results 
of practical value J it is necessary to formulate at least 
approximate rules for extending the results for a thin 
elliptic wing of aspect ratio 6 to wings of other aspect 
ratios. There are lifting- surf~ce-theory solutions 
(references 4 and 9) for thin elliptic wings of A = 3 
and A = 6 at a uniform angle of attack. The additional 
aspect - ratio correction to CLa was computed for these 
cases and was found to be approximately one-third greater 
for each aspect ratio than the additional ~spect-ratio 
correction estimated from the Jones ede e-velocity 
correction. 
The additional aspect-ratio correction to C1p 
for the electromagne tic-analogy model of A = 6 was 
also found to be about one-third greate r than the 
corresponding edge-velocity correction to CL p ' A 
reasonab le method of extrapolatin[!' the values of CLp 
to other aspect ratios J therefore, is to use the 
variation of the edge - velocity correction with aspect 
r 'atio as a basis from which to work and to increase the 
magnitude by the amount required to give the proper 
value of . CLp for A = 6. Effective values of E 
and E I (Ee-and Ele) were thus obtained that would 
give the c orrect values of CLa for A = 3 and A = 6 
and of CLp for A = 6 . The formulas used for esti -
mating Eec and E l ec for o t her aspect ratios were 
Values of Eec 
Values of 
are presented 
Ee c = 1.65(Ec - 1) + 1 
E l ec = 1.65 (Elc - 1) + 1 
and Ele 
c 
are given in figure 16. 
CLp /1 
-
M2 determined by using 
-- V a o 
in fif.ure 2 as a function of A.c/ao 
E lec 
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where Ac == A (1 - M2 and a o is the incompress:ble 
slope of the section lift curve per degree. 
Hinge - moment parameter Ch.- In order to deter-p 
27 
mine Chp for other aspect ratios, it is necessary to 
estimate the formulas for extrapolating the streamline-
curvature corrections (6.Ch \) and (6.C11 \ • Values 
'. a SC p) SO 
of (6. G ha) for A = 3 and A = 6 2.re available in 
SG 
reference 3 . Values of (I1Gh \ might be expected to be \ 0-) SC 
approximately inversely proportional to aspect ratio and 
an extrapolation formula in the form ( 6C h \ == Kl \ a) SG A + K2 
is therefore considered satisfactory. The values of Kl 
and K2 are determined so that the values of (6Gh \ 
a) SG 
for A = 3 and A == 6 are correct. Values of Kl and K2 
vary vith aileron span . The values of K2, however, 
for all aileron spans less than 0.6 of the semispan are 
fairly clo se to 1.0; thus , by assuming a constant value 
of K2 == 1 . 0 for all aileron spans and calculating 
values of Kl, a satisfactory extrapolation formula 
may be obtained . It i s impossible to deterT!!ine such a 
formula for (6Ch) ~ecau2e resulto are available \ p SC 
only for A == '6; bowever , it see~:n 8 r-ea.sonable to assume 
t h e same form for the extrapolati on formula and to use 
t he same value of K2 as for (6Ch)' • The value 
\ a SC 
of 
for 
K 1 can, of course , be deternined from the results 
A == 6 . 
Although no proof is offered that these extrapolation 
formulas are accurate, they are applied only to part II 
of equation (9) ~allleS of ~(Chp)LS} v,bieh is numeri-
cally quite small , and ere therefore considered justified. 
.~~ -~~~ 
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CONCLUDIN"'· P.EMARKS 
From the resul t s of tests made on an electromagnetic-
analogy model s i mulat ing a thin elliptic wing of aspect 
ratio 6 in a steady rol l , lifting - ~urface - theory values 
of the aspect - ratio c~rrection8 for the eamping in roll 
and aileron hing e mon:ents foI' a wing i n steady roll were 
obtained that ere c ,nsiderably more accurate than those 
given by lifting - line theory. First- order effects of 
compres s ibil ity were included in the c omputations. 
It 1;~'as found tha t the damping in roll obtained by 
lifting- surface theory for a wing of asp ect ratio 6 
is 13 percent less than that given by liftine- line 
theory and 5 percent l ess than that g iven by the 
lifting -line the ory with the Jon e ,s edge -veloei ty correc -
t:!.on applied . The results are extended to wings of any 
aspect r a tio . 
In order to estimate ai l eron ~tick forces from 
static wind- tunnel data , it i s necessary to l.o::now the 
relation between the rate of change of hinge moments 
with ra te of roll an d the rate of change of hinge 
moments with angle of attack . It was found that t h is 
ratio i s very nearly equal, within the usual accur acy 
of wind- tunnel measureMents , to the values estimated by 
using the Jones edge - velocity correction, which for an 
aspec t ratio of 6 gives v alues 4 . 4 percent less than 
thos e ob tained b y means of lifting-l ine theory. The 
additiona l lift i ng - surface - theory c o rr ection that wa s 
calcula ted need only b e app lied in stick- force esti -
mations for fa i rly large , hig~-speed airplanes . 
Although the method of applying the r esults in the 
general case j . s based o n a fairly complicated theo ry , it 
may be appli ed rathe r simply and without any reference 
to the theo retical section o f the report. 
Langley Bemo rial Ae r onautical Labo ratory 
National Advisory Commit tee for Aeronaut i cs 
Lang ley Field, Va . 
- I 
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APPENDIX 
EVALUATION OF FOR ELLIPTIC WINGS 
It was shown in reference 2 that for constant-
percentage- chord ailerons the hinge moment at any aileron 
section i s proportional to the section lift coefficient 
multiplied by the square of the wing chord; for constant-
c hord ailerons , the hinge mon~nt at any aileron section 
is proportional to the section lift coefficient divided 
by the wing chord. The factor (ap) is obtained 
I ChLL 
by averaging the two factors cLc2 and cL/c across 
the aileron span for a rolling wing and a wing at 
constant angle of attack . For elliptic wings, with 
a slope of the section lift curve of 2rr, it was 
shown in reference 6 that strip- theory values multiplied 
Ac Ac 
by aerodynamic - induc tion fac tors or 
hC + 2 Ac + 4 
could be used . (Note that A is substituted for A 
to account for first - order effects of compressibility.) 
Thus , for constant- percentage- chord ailerons on a rolling 
elliptic wing, 
Ac 2 2 nv 
= sin e c 2rr L:L. Ac + 4 s V 
and for the same wing at a consta~t angle of attack a 
2 lic . 2 2 
cLc = t + "2 Sln 8 Cg 2rra i.c 
In order to find la ) the integral fiL c 2 dy 
\ p ChLL' 
across the aileron span must be equal for both the 
- -- -- -- - - - - - ---------
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rolling wing and the wing at constant a . 'rhus, 
/~Lc2 dy - 211'C s2Ac .E2. J. 28 cos 8 dy -- Ac + 4 2V Sln lJ 
2rrcs2Ac 
a fsin2 8 dy = Ac + 2 
dy b = "2 d (cos 8) 
= - ~ sin 8 d8 
Let 
Then rJ 
+ 2 /Sin38 cos 8 de 
1.1 
,.----"""'" 
+ 4 ~in38 de (J~ 8 
Ac + 2 
Ac + 4 
If. 4e 1 0 
- tSl n J 8 · 4 - 1 
S [sin29 cos 8 
where 8 0 and 8 i are paramet e r s that correspond to 
the outboard and inboard ends of the aileron, respectively. 
A + 4 
Values of ~ ) c were calculated for the 
\' p ChLL Ac + 2 
outboard end of the aileron at -1- = 0 . 95 and plotted 
b/2 
in fi gure 3 . 
- ----~-~-------r_-- _____ J 
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A similar developm®nt gi ves , for the constant - chord 
aileron , 
JC L 2nAc 
- J2.l! flOB 8 dy I C dy = 
C s (Ac + 4) 2V sin 8 
I 
~ 11 Ac pb () (r dv 
= 2V Clp' Ch j sin 8 c s (Ac + 2) 
t LL 
Thes e values are al so presented in figure 3 . 
31 
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ThBLE I.- EXAMPLE OF STICK-FORCE COMPUTATIONS 
&a1UeS of C1. and Ch from fig. 9 ; values of pb/2V and Aa from fig. 10J 
-----
Determination of corrections due to Determination of stick forces effec t of roll 
Oa (deg) 14 ±8 %12 t16 °a(deg} ±4 i8 112 
First ~pprox1mation, static values 
l(C t )Oa 0.0058 0.0111 0.0166 0.0208 l(Ch)Oa -0.00:58 -0.0080 -0.0145 
1(C1.)_Oa -0.0052 -0.0105 -0.0157 -0.0206 l(Ch)_Oa 0.00:58 0.0112 0.0190 
Ct 0.0110 0.0216 0.032:5 0.0414 Ch 0.0076 0.0192 0.0:535 
2pb/2V 0.0295 0.0575 0.0858 0.1095 Fs = 402 Ch :5.06 7.7:5 1:5.46 
(Aa)Ch 0.95 1.86 2.78 3.55 
Second approximat i on 
l(C) Oa 0.35 -0 . 55 - 1 •• 8 -2 . 25 l~a) Oa 0 . 3 4 - 0.61 -1.61 
l(Ct)o .. 0.0058 0.0111 0.0169 0.0212 1 (Ch)Oa -0.0038 -0.0060 -0.0053 
l(aLoa 2.25 3.16 4.08 4.85 1(a).5a 2 . 26 3.21 4.21 
l(C t )_Oa -0.0054 -0.0111 -0.0170 ·0.0225 l(Ch).Oa 0.0052 0.0137 0.0168 
C1. 0.0112 0.0222 0.0339 0.0437 Ch 0.0090 0.0197 0.0221 
2pb/2V 0.0300 0.0592 0.0900 0.1160 Fs = '02 Ch 3.62 7.92 8.88 
(Aa)Ch 0.96 1.91 2.91 3.76 Fs + AFa 3.74 8.17 9.25 
O.75pb/2V 0.0225 0.0444 0.0675 0.0870 
--
lSubscrlpts are used to indicate positive or negative aileron deflections. 
2Theae values of pb/2V are for a rigla unya.ed wing. 
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Figure 1.- Electromagnetic-analogy model simulating a semispan 
of a thin elliptic wing of aspect ratio 6 in a steady roll . 
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Figure 2.- Variatio n of damping coefficient with aspect ratio 
and taper ratio in terms of slope of section lift curve for 
incompressible flow (per degree). (Lifting-line-theory 
values of reference 2 wit h an effective edge-velocity 
correctio n applied. ) 
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